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Becoming a Marihuana User

- Research method: participant observation, 50 interviews
- Premise: Any behavior (e.g., marihuana use for pleasure) requires acquiring particular meanings through social experiences
- Three stages in developing meaning of marihuana as drug used for pleasure

Stage one

- Learning to smoke drug so that it will have a real effect
  
  I was smoking like I did an ordinary cigarette. He said, "No, don't do it like that." He said, "Suck it you know, draw in and hold it in your lungs till you... for a period of time."
  
  "Is there any limit of time to hold it?"
  
  He said, "No, just till you feel that you want to let it out, let it out." So I did that three or four times.

Stage two

- Learning to recognize the effects and connect them to drug use
  
  They were just laughing the hell out of me because like I was eating so much... Sometimes I'd be looking at them, you know, wondering why they're laughing, you know, not knowing what I was doing... I come back, "Hey, man, what's happening?" Like, you know, like I'd ask, "What's happening?" and all of a sudden I feel weird, you know. "Man, you're on you know. You're on pot." I said, "No, am I?" Like I don't know what's happening.

Stage three

- Learning to enjoy the sensations that are perceived
  
  Well, they get pretty high sometimes. The average person isn't ready for that, and it is a little frightening to them sometimes... and they don't know what's happening to them... You have to like reassure them, explain to them that they're not really flipping or anything, that they're gonna be all right. You have to just talk them out of being afraid... And come on with your own story, you know. "The same thing happened to me. You'll get to like that after awhile." Keep coming on like that; pretty soon you talk them out of being scared.

Implications

- Agents of drug socialization matter
  - Drug effects vary from culture to culture
- Treatment involves changing drug meanings
  - Resocialization: process of learning new values, norms, and expectations when an adult leaves an old role and enters a new one (p. 141)
  - Total institution: place where individuals are cut off from the wider society for an appreciable period and where together they lead an enclosed, formally administered life (p. 141)
Basic model of gender socialization

1. People think boys and girls are supposed to be different
2. People treat boys and girls differently and give them different opportunities
3. The differential treatment leads to different behaviors and self-images

Gender socialization: family

✓ Some ways parents treat boys & girls differently:
  - Describe and interact with newborns using gender stereotypes
  - Gender appropriate chores
  - Gender appropriate clothing
  - Different toys & other gifts
✓ Major finding: “wings” vs. “roots”
  - Boys socialized for autonomy (“wings”)
  - Girls socialized for interdependence (“roots”)